and now an explosion of change. An initial burst of innovation around electronic currencies that improve Bitcoin to create currencies with different properties continues to make waves, sparking new activity, government regulation, and in some cases outright bans. Over time, innovation has matured and broadened into a staggering breadth of applications based on the core disruptions that decentralized trust represents. Reformulated business and government activities around a distributed, trusted ledger abound, including new approaches to provenance, decentralized markets, and a host of financial applications, but few examples of the structural disruptions from centralized to distributed trust that blockchain is driving.
Equally exciting are efforts to recast foundational Internet services such as DNS on blockchain ideas. The Internet was conceived as the decentralized network of peers, but the design of core services, such as DNS, have always depended on trusted services-and organizations. Reinventing these services' decentralized trust presents a radical new future for these and perhaps many types of Internet services and distributed systems.
While these two clusters of revolutions are enabled by generations of Moore's Law and large-scale distributed systems, its notable that the essence of each is algorithmic advances and breakthroughs. Algorithms are in the essential core of the field of computer science.
A third revolution is the growing recognition that computer science is a fundamental element of secondary education. Recent signs include formal adoption of computer science education guidelines for primary and secondary education in the U.K., 3 an ACMIndustry vision, 1 promote high-quality STEM and computer science education curriculum and programs in high schools. While these are just three, there are doubtless many more, and I would love to hear about them! Computing is more important than ever and driving disruptive change. But it's also moving faster than ever because of so many creative and innovative computing professionals, huge capabilities in chips and massive clouds, and companies with extraordinary scope and ability to drive innovation. One of the giants of our field, the late Jim Gray, said in his 1999 Turing lecture, "Boy, we thought computing was moving fast in the 70's and 80's, but it's really moving fast now." I believe the rate of change that computer science is advancing more rapidly and driving more change in society today … and with dramatically broader scope.
So, sit back for a moment these holidays as a computing professional and revel in where we are, and think about the exciting opportunities-and responsibilities-we have before us!
